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[image: U.S. Secretary of State Antony Blinken, right, speaks during a joint press conference with visiting British Foreign Secretary David Cameron, at the State Department in Washington, April 9, 2024.]
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US pushes Hamas to agree with Israel on Gaza cease-fire terms
















	




[image: Japan's Prime Minister Fumio Kishida, center left, and his wife, Yuko Kishida, center right, participate in an arrival ceremony at Andrews Air Force Base, Maryland, April 8, 2024. ]
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Biden-Kishida summit aims for deeper, more regionally integrated US-Japan security ties








	




[image: Turkey’s rapprochement with Israel stops as Ankara restricts trade]
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[image: FILE - AK-47 assault rifles sit on the deck of the guided-missile destroyer USS The Sullivans, Jan. 7, 2023. The U.S. Navy has seized the rifles and other weapons from ships from Iran that were bound for Yemen's Houthi rebels. (U.S. Navy photo via AP)]
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Zelenskyy urges Trump to visit Ukraine








	




[image: Six months on, Israel’s war in Gaza is at a crossroads]
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[image: General Dan Hokanson, National Guard bureau chief, is shown in an interview with VOA on April 8, 2024.]
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Generals: Proposal to move guardsmen into Space Force would ‘jeopardize’ national security








	




[image: FILE - In this Sunday, Aug. 11, 2019, file photo, visitors watch the North side from the Imjingak Pavilion in Paju, South Korea.]
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US pushes back at Russia’s protest over South Korean sanctions
















	




House to delay sending Mayorkas impeachment articles to Senate








	




Parents of teenage school shooter sentenced








	




Arizona can enforce an 1864 law criminalizing nearly all abortions, court says








	





Poll: Economy a top issue among US voters
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[image: Muslims gather for Eid al-Fitr prayers, which marks the end of the holy month of Ramadan, at the Bajra Sandhi Monument in Denpasar on the Indonesian resort island of Bali on April 10, 2024.]
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Muslims to mark end of Ramadan with Eid al-Fitr celebration amid hunger in Gaza








	




[image: Kenyan doctors chant outside the health ministry headquarters protesting with placards to demand better pay and working conditions in the capital, Nairobi, on April 9, 2024.]
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Striking Kenyan doctors hold demonstrations in Nairobi amid stalemate
















	




US destroys anti-ship missile fired by Houthis








	




Medical care, supplies are scarce as gang violence chokes Haiti's capital








	




Russia, Kazakhstan evacuate 100,000 people in worst flooding in decades








	




Thousands continue to flee Sudan every day as conflict rages
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[image: FILE - Taiwan Navy Commander Tang Hua attends a ceremony of six Tuo Chiang-class corvettes in Yilan, Taiwan, March 26, 2024. During a trip to Washington this week, Hua said Taiwan wants more cooperation with the U.S. and other countries amid military pressure from China.]
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Taiwan’s Navy leaders seek cooperation with US at annual exposition








	




[image: FILE - Soldiers participate in the annual Han Kuang military exercises that simulate an anti-landing operations near the coast in New Taipei City, northern Taiwan, July 27, 2023. ]
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Taiwan war games to simulate repelling Chinese drill that turns into attack








	




[image: FILE - European Commissioner Margrethe Vestager pauses during a press conference in Brussels, Belgium, March 5, 2024.]
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EU to investigate Chinese wind turbine suppliers over subsidy concerns
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Gunmen kill 6 policemen in southeast Iran, media reports say








	




[image: FILE - The entrance sign of Evin prison is seen in Tehran, Iran, Oct. 17, 2022. As part of an Eid al-Fitr amnesty, Iranian authorities freed more than 2,000 prisoners, among them four conservationists who had been imprisoned for five years.]
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Iran frees 4 conservationists convicted of espionage








	




[image: Iranian Foreign Minister Hossein Amir-Abdollahian, center left, walks with his Syrian counterpart Faisal Mekdad, center right, and Iran's Ambassador to Syria Hossein Akbari, center, during a visit to the site destroyed by airstrikes, in Damascus on April 8, 2024. ]
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Iran FM opens new Syria consulate after deadly strike
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[image: FILE - A woman buys the final issue of The Cambodia Daily newspaper at a store along a street in Phnom Penh, Cambodia, Sept. 4, 2017. ]
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Report: Legal harassment of Cambodian journalists increasing
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World Elections 2024








	




[image: FILE - People walk near a high-speed train during its test at Halim station in Jakarta, Indonesia, Sept. 18, 2023.]
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China's Global Development Spending
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River at Risk: Searching for Solutions on the Declining Colorado River
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[image: File Nigeria Students Kidnapped (AP Photo/Sunday Alamba)]
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Nigerian presidential adviser falsely claims Nigeria is safer than US
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Afghan poet falsely claims that Afghanistan's Panjshir is part of Iran








	




[image: Lawmakers of Federation Council of the Federal Assembly listen to the national anthem after giving Russian President Vladimir Putin permission to use military force outside the country on Feb. 22, 2022. (Federation Council of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation via AP)]
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Volodin falsely claims Putin gave women ‘real power’ in Russian politics
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VOA Connect: Community champions








	




[image: The Inside Story - A Free Press Matters, Countering Censorship | Episode 137 THUMBNAIL horiozntal]
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The Inside Story - A free press matters, countering censorship
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[image: Activists urge Nigeria to refuse Shell’s oil sell-off plans ]
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Activists urge Nigeria to refuse Shell’s oil sell-off plans
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New app helps Muslims find halal restaurants








	




[image: Kenyan Muslims grapple with high prices as they prepare for Eid]
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Kenyan Muslims grapple with high prices as they prepare for Eid
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Burkinabe inventor makes new machines from old parts
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LogOn: Next-gen sensors taking previously impossible measurements








	




[image: In the United States, the two major political parties have been illustrated by a donkey and an elephant]
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How Republicans and Democrats got their animal symbols








	




[image: With $6.6B to Arizona hub, Biden touts big steps in US chipmaking]
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[image: Sudanese refugees face collapsed health care system in South Sudan ]
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Sudanese refugees face collapsed health care system in South Sudan








	




[image: Rwanda genocide survivors call for increased education ]
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Rwanda genocide survivors call for increased education








	




[image: Burkina Faso Wildlife Conservation Farm Struggling in Turbulent Times ]
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Burkina Faso Wildlife Conservation Farm Struggling in Turbulent Times








	




[image: No Labels group fails to enlist candidates, drops from presidential race ]
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No Labels group fails to enlist candidates, drops from presidential race








	




[image: Afghan cancer patients struggle to enter Pakistan for treatment ]
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Afghan cancer patients struggle to enter Pakistan for treatment 
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